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Pipemakers Park 

 

This is the far end of the History Garden (I came in this way as I had to go over the bridge as the 

Afton St Bridge was closed). If we were still working we would be wanting to put some more plants 

in this area. 

 

Looking across from the pillars to the herb garden. 



 

The grassland area. This was fairly clean although there were signs on the far left of weedy grasses 

coming back in. Another round of spraying could be needed soon. 

 

 

The back part of the “wetland” area was looking a bit weedy but plants are growing quite well in the 

front section. More grasses needed in the circle. 



 

The garden outside the Living Museum. Plants are growing well but as you can see a lot of grass is 

coming back. Spraying needed then infill with a few bushy plants.  

 

 

This is the area between the History Garden and the river path. This picture makes it look more bare 

than it is but more shrubs are needed. Ground cover is doing well. You may not be able to see but 

the water tap has “keep out” tape wrapped around it. I couldn’t see what the problem was.  

 

 

 



 

Burndap Reserve 

This is the section nearest Jack’s Magazine. The part near the end is quite lush but the foreground is 

pretty bare. I know we had a lot of trouble drilling in this area so I think the ground is not real good. 

A few more shrubs would help fill up the spaces.  

 

 

Looking in the other direction towards the bridge. Plants look really good. Very dense. 

 



 

This is the other side of the bridge looking back. This looks remarkably clean with plants and 

groundcover doing well. 

 

 

The other end of the island. Another relatively unsuccessful planting. Most likely the fill put in 

around the bridge footings is building rubble with not much good soil. Plenty of mulch there to rake 

over before infill planting. Some fairly resilient shrubs would help cover the bareness with a few 

grasses and groundcover. The area directly on the other side of the bridge is about the same. 

 

 



 

Just on the other side of the second bridge. More bare patches. For some reason the plants in the 

milk carton guards don’t seem to have done very well. Not much weed though - the spraying 

appears to be doing its job. Mulching definitely needed.  

 

 

This is a section of the riverbank below Jacks Magazine. There is quite a bit of erosion here. All that 

bare patch is behind the beaching. Just to the left of the back bicycle wheel are a couple of 

boxthorns which are starting to make a comeback (we cut and painted a number of them a while 

back before the glysophate ban).  

When I crossed the bridge into Moonee Valley I noticed further erosion on the banks between the 

golf course and Fairbairn Park. Who knows how bad it will get if we encourage more power boats! 


